Functional anatomy: a challenge for the decade of the brain.
At the beginning of the "Decade of the Brain," a number of aims for epilepsy research can be identified. These range from fundamental questions about the mechanisms of seizure etiology to the ways that seizures disturb brain function and structure. Information from such research will help in the development of new treatment and rehabilitative strategies for patients with epilepsy. Current tools from molecular biology have greatly expanded the promise and challenges for epilepsy research. As these investigative efforts are undertaken, however, it is important to recall the biological environment in which epilepsy occurs. Three major axes can be identified: the organizational axis (spanning from molecules through synapses to neuronal circuits to behavior), the time axis (relating to the chronobiology of epilepsy and diversities of seizure expression as a function of age), and the functional-anatomy axis (relating to the rich heterogeneity of the brain). Focusing on functional anatomy, certain principles can be developed from work with experimental models of seizures in the hippocampus and related structures. Three levels of functional anatomy are examined--network, local circuit, and individual neuron. This information can serve as a basis for directing epilepsy research in the future.